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Details of Visit:

Author: headphonesbark
Type of Visit: Outcall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 27 Mar 2018 19:00
Duration of Visit: 4 Hours
Amount Paid: 1800
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Clara English
Website: http://www.claraenglishcompanion.com/

The Premises:

The Lady:

Clara is very beautiful, has a lovely figure and long brown hair. She is exactly as she described on
her website and her pictures are accurate. She came across as very friendly and outgoing and put
me completely at ease. Within minutes we were chatting like we were old friends. Clara is lively,
classy and engaged well with our bar and waiting staff when we went out. She is fun to be with and
has a delightful laugh.

The Story:

After meeting in the bar and getting to know each other we went to an excellent local Italian
restaurant. Clara is great to talk to and is marvelous company. I discovered she is able to converse
on many subjects and she has the life experience to keep you engaged and interested.. She really
knows how to tease too, as she was playing ‘footsie’ with me under the table and flirting
outrageously. It was a thorough pleasure to spend time with her, and the few hours we were out on
the town served as a wonderful prelude to our private time together. I felt proud to have her on my
arm.

When we returned to my hotel we shared a drink before becoming intimate with each other. Clara
was very attentive and took care of my every need. She has very smooth skin and I could barely
stop touching her. She is very responsive and shows obvious pleasure in her work. She kissed me
long and slowly searching out my mouth with hers if I moved away at all. She kept me hard with her
soft touch, toying with my hard cock, carefully teasing it, backing off if there was a hint of me
climaxing too soon. When we had sex, she started slowly at first as she was on top, then we built up
so my orgasm was strong and sustained. We both climaxed together, which made the experience
even better, and realistic.

All in all, Clara is one of the best GFE experiences I have ever had. She does not clock watch and
genuinely seemed to enjoy my company too. I shall return for more meetings with the delicious
Clara.
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